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PENSIONS

• One word describes the changes in the last three 
years— WOW!!!! Just WOW!!!

• What have you all been up to??
• Any incidents of operational disruptions?
• Any incidents of strategic disruption?
• Any complete meltdowns?
• How risk resilient were you?
• Who is ready to get back to “normal”?

Welcome Back!
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PENSIONS

• There are things that you know you know
– Achieved through education, experience, street smarts

• There are things you know you don’t know
– Pursue continuing education, certification, quality hires

• There are things you don’t know you don’t know!
– We are in the age of “unknown unknowns”
– Probably experienced quite a few of these since early 2020
– Hopefully, you’ll have a positive experience interacting with others in 

attendance and through group discussions
– Ask questions as they come up 

Why I Hope You’re Here
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PENSIONS

• A roadmap on how public pension plans can 
successfully use business improvement 
strategies to guide themselves to success
– Utilize strategic planning to focus attention on the 

most important aspects of the organization
– Integrate tools and tips to improve your organization’s 

risk assessment effectiveness
– Know how to strategically analyze, audit and 

continuously improve your operations

What I Hope You Take Away Today
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PENSIONS

Strategic Planning
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PENSIONS

• A structured process where organizations assess their 
internal and external environments
– Identifying where organizations want to be and what they want 

to accomplish long-term
– Mapping out how their vision and mission will be accomplished
– Monitoring and evaluating implementation

• Simply put, it’s a proactive look into the future, planning 
where you want to be (instead of only responding to the 
future as it occurs), and modifying implementation of 
goals as necessary

What Is Strategic Planning?
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PENSIONS

• For those of you who had a strategic plan in 
place in 2019, did it include
– Surviving a pandemic?
– Handling extended shutdowns of employers?
– Operating “virtually” versus in person?
– Having remote financial audits?
– Counseling, retiring and communicating via Zoom?
– Throwing out “business as usual” as a concept?

Strategic Planning Reality
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PENSIONS

• After surviving almost three years of treading in quicksand
– How do you know where you’re going if you don’t know where you are, 

or want to be? Especially after ending up somewhere you didn’t expect 
to after the last two years.

– How do you know how you’re doing if you don’t ask yourself and/or 
your customers?

– Who are your customers and what are their expectations for your 
organization?

– Do you have the time and energy to do a strategic plan?
– Will you be able to translate answers obtained into actions and 

implement component change?

Strategic Questions to Consider
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PENSIONS

• Consider the current situation at your system
• What’s in your current strategic inventory?

– What business activities are going well?
– Have you done any recent customer service studies?
– Have you recently completed a strategic plan?

• How much change is currently going on?
• How much time do you realistically have to work on something like 

this?
• How much support and commitment is there for doing something 

like this?

Where Do You Start?
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PENSIONS

• Awareness and pre-approval of the responsibilities and 
expectations of your Board and management

• Perform an environmental risk assessment
• Several options available

– Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats
– Internal process mapping—“Balanced Scorecard”
– Customer satisfaction surveys 
– System-wide risk assessment/evaluation

How Do You Get Started?
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PENSIONS

SWOT Analysis
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PENSIONS

• Strengths and weaknesses are internal 
– Strengths

• What did you do well? How are you unique?
• Do you have any competitors? 
• What provides you with a competitive advantage?

– Weaknesses
• What areas need improvement to reach your objectives?
• Are operating budgets stretched?
• What are the factors within your control that prevent you from 

achieving your goals?  

SWOT Analysis
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PENSIONS

Excellent reputation for 
being the provider of 

quality, low-cost benefits
Great relationship with 
legislature/plan settlor

Economies of scale—
experience doing large 
projects successfully

History of quality
Cohesive, professional, 

engaged Board of 
Trustees

Experienced,
trustworthy, engaged 
multigenerational staff

History of making 
necessary changes to 
benefits as warranted

Culture of 
professionalism and 

integrity
Excellent relationship 

with employers/sponsor

Strengths
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PENSIONS

High level of board 
turnover

Term limits in 
legislature—lack of 

continuity 
Budget constraints

Relying on outdated
technology

Inability to attract, hire, 
train and retain qualified 

staff
High turnover in key 

staff positions

Weaknesses
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PENSIONS

• Opportunities and threats are external
– Opportunities

• What trends might you benefit from?
• What growth potential do you have?
• Is the political environment seen as positive?

– Threats (you have no control over these)
• What situation might challenge your continued existence? 
• What challenges might be created by unfavorable trends?
• Who could become potential competitors?

SWOT Analysis
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PENSIONS

Expand coverage to 
other currently non-

covered public
employees?

Become an economic
engine 

for the state?

Consolidation of smaller
systems into one larger 

system?

Venture capital financing 
source for local 

businesses?
New products/services

being developed?
Operate more efficiently, 

identify economies of 
scale?

Opportunities
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PENSIONS

Outside demands 
on staff Legislative turnover High staff turnover

Pension envy from
second tier plan 

participants

Significant changes in 
demographics of 

membership

Over-experienced staff—
virtually all are 

retirement eligible in a 
few years

Extended periods of 
underperforming 

investment returns
Budget cuts or 

limitations
Inability to make 

progress on reducing 
actuarial liabilities

Threats
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PENSIONS

• February 2021 article suggested doing SWOT 
backwards—Even without COVID as reason

• First, gather an inventory of the relevant 
environmental conditions—The threats and 
opportunities

• Next, explore internal strengths and weaknesses
• Generate recommendations with a simple 

sentence

HBR Article on SWOT
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PENSIONS

• Goal of a SWOT analysis is the development of a strong 
business strategy

• Best SWOT analysis is achieved by involving a variety of 
people with different perspectives

• Shorter, more frequent meetings, accomplish more than 
meeting marathons

• Brainstorming is a vital component—Be open to any and 
all inputs

• Final business strategies need to be prioritized

SWOT Analysis
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PENSIONS

• Many leaders know their strengths, but are 
oblivious to their weaknesses

• Opportunities and threats are hard to identify and 
evaluate—May be easier now

• 360-degree feedback can be helpful
• “Truth tellers” should be found and encouraged to 

speak
• Outside help may be necessary

SWOT Challenges
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PENSIONS

• Used extensively in the private sector to align business 
activities to the vision statement of the organization 

• Can improve both internal and external communications, 
and monitor an organization’s performance

• Transforms an organization’s strategic plan from a 
passive document into “marching orders” for the 
organization on a daily basis

Balanced Scorecard
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PENSIONS

• Suggests viewing the organization from four perspectives 
and analyzing data for each
1. Learning and growth perspective

• Knowledge workers focus on continuous improvement mode
2. Business process perspective

• Metrics drive analysis on how well the mission is being met
3. The customer perspective

• Developing metrics for customer satisfaction are key
4. The financial perspective

• Data is used for risk assessments and cost benefit analysis

Balanced Scorecard
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PENSIONS

• Nine steps to success—Disciplined approach to developing a 
strategic plan and management system
1. Assessment—Development plan
2. Strategy—Customer value, themes
3. Objectives—Action components
4. Strategy map—Cause and effect links
5. Performance measures—Targets, baselines
6. Initiatives—Strategic projects
7. Performance analysis—Reporting and sharing
8. Cascading—Scorecards
9. Evaluation—Results and revisions

Building the Balanced Scorecard
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PENSIONS

• Should result in:
– Improved processes
– Motivated employees
– Greater customer satisfaction
– Monitored progress
– Enhanced information systems

• Feedback is essential from all employees
• Scorecards do not necessarily enable better decision 

making

Balanced Scorecard Implementation
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PENSIONS

• Comprehensive business plans can be established to 
define strategic objectives and manage their operations

• Measuring and analyzing customer satisfaction can 
ensure that strategies put in place actually improve
business processes

• Studying the attributes that contribute to high levels of 
satisfaction can refine the process

Customer Satisfaction and Strategy
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PENSIONS

• Determining who your customers really are
– Settlors of the plan?

• State Legislators; County Commissioners; City Councils

– Sponsors?—Employers
– Participants?—Active and inactive
– Benefit recipients?—Members, co-beneficiaries
– Ancillary benefit recipients?—Health care participants
– General public?—Taxpayers
– Others?

Problems Using Only Customer Surveys
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PENSIONS

• Fundamental error of businesses
– “Thinking” they know their customers’ needs
– Thinking that customer needs and customer satisfaction are the 

same thing
– Failing to monitor trends and patterns

• What are “reasonable” expectations of needs?
• You can’t afford to be all things to all people
• Surveys, analysis and business realities will drive 

your level of customer service

Determining What Customers Need
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PENSIONS

• It’s human nature to want more of any good thing (and more, and 
more, and more, and MORE!)

• Depending on the size and diversity of your membership population, 
this can get pretty unruly, unrealistic and very, very expensive

• It’s reasonable to strive for:
– A thorough variety of benefit offerings
– Standardization of approaches
– Consistency of service delivery
– Responsiveness to exceptions/challenges

Differentiating Needs and Wants
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PENSIONS

• Effective customer satisfaction surveys for different 
aspects of delivered services, processes and product 
offerings are necessary

• Surveys can drive process modifications
• Surveys should be considered in the evaluation of staff 

competencies/training needs
• Surveys can drive new products/services
• Warning—Surveys can also be manipulated

Evaluating Customer Satisfaction
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PENSIONS

• Fiduciary responsibilities trump any member satisfaction-
related requests
– Modifying past practices because of financial realities

• 13th checks; annual CPI increases; health insurance

• “Sustainability of the fund” has become the replacement 
for entitlement thinking

• Sharing fiscal realities with membership, legislators and 
media helps ease the tensions associated with changes 

Satisfaction’s Impact on Strategy
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PENSIONS

• Takes many of the aspects of the other approaches into 
consideration
– SWOT’s weaknesses and threats are risks
– Scorecard assessment is equivalent to full scale risk interviews; 

initiatives result from both
– Evaluation of results are expected in all 
– Includes many different views and opinions

• Sometimes it’s easier for groups to work through when 
using personal risk analysis examples 

Risk-Based Approach
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PENSIONS

• Quite a few risks were present: 
– Executive Director of 17 years retired
– Outsider hired as Executive Director
– Extremely long run bull market (was just about to end)
– Fund was overfunded—For the first time EVER and not since
– Turnover experienced on the board
– Turnover at the legislature from term limits
– Anticipated impending retirement of key staff

Why the First Strategic Plan?
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PENSIONS

• Things had been going along smoothly—
– Consistent executive leadership
– Excellent relationship with governor(s) and members of the 

legislature
– Significant benefit improvements provided
– Excessive investment returns paid off the actuarial liabilities 

faster than expected and imagined 
• What could happen to change all of this?

– Risks quantified into their likelihood of occurring
– (Not sure anyone could prepare for what just occurred)

Why Worry About Risks?
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PENSIONS

High Medium Low

Investment mix returns adequate to fund 
anticipated benefits well into future 
generations?
Contributions from employers and employees 
sufficient to fund future liabilities?
Relationship with settlors of plan to ensure 
reasonable approaches to short- and long-
term challenges?
Experienced, representative board of trustees 
capable of leading into the future?

Evaluating Your Current Risks
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PENSIONS

High Medium Low

Uncertain delineation of board and staff
responsibilities?
Affordability of current benefits for future 
members of the system?
Movements to change plan design into one 
with less risk to state government?
Modifications to, or elimination of, ancillary
benefits (health care, disability, survivor 
benefits)?

Evaluating Your Current Risks
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PENSIONS

High Medium Low

Significant changes in demographics present,  
coming or leaving the system?
Budgetary funding process allows for 
adequate response to current and future 
demands on the system?
Mission and vision adequate to address future 
challenges? 
Ability to find, hire, train and retain talented 
staff to address future challenges?

Evaluating Your Current Risks
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PENSIONS

• Hired an outside consulting firm to help
• Gathered applicable existing documentation including past planning 

documents
• Interviewed all trustees, executive leadership, all directors by 

function, and all staff in small focus groups 
• Issues focused on whose needs the system served, what 

products/services would be offered, what level of excellence would 
we strive to achieve, what role the system would play in influencing 
the state in decisions regarding itself, and what could be done to 
ensure the system was positioned to pursue its future direction

How the Strategic Planning Started
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PENSIONS

• 11 strategic initiatives were agreed upon and prioritized
• Initiatives integrated into regular board meeting agendas

– A work plan for each strategic initiative was individually 
estimated and scheduled over the next 16-month period

– Work teams were built and included experienced staff, unrelated 
staff and consultants

– Additional work was viewed as career enhancement by all 
involved

• Previously unknown superstars identified

Planning Timeline and Calendar
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PENSIONS

• The process gets people to become more conversant about risks
– Different perspectives on risk identified; risks in other area appreciated

• Awareness of potential risks is necessary—Managing risks isn’t 
getting any easier

• The process leads to the creation of risk ambassadors
– Participants share their ideas with others

• The process can be duplicated
– Easier the next time you undertake this—And you should redo it again

Benefits of Conducting Risk Workshops
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PENSIONS

• Several approaches for strategic planning
– All are proactive looks at where you want to be

• Obtain approval and involvement of board and 
management—Designate a leader

• Include the input of as many trustees and staff as 
feasible

• Prioritize initiatives and pace yourself 
• Follow through to implement your strategy and 

accomplish significant change

Strategic Planning Takeaways
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PENSIONS

In groups of four, preferably with people you don’t work 
with, discuss
• Is your organization due for a strategic review?
• When might you get started? 
• Which approach might work best for your organization?
• Who would you want to be heavily involved?
• What risks might you consider now versus two years 

ago?

Class Exercise
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PENSIONS

Break #1

10 minutes from now, we’ll continue.
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PENSIONS

Focusing on 
Continuous Improvement
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PENSIONS

(A)
Important and 

Urgent

(B)
Important and 

Not Urgent

(C)
Not Important 

and Urgent

(D)
Not Important and 

Not Urgent

Where Boards Spend Their Time

Where do you spend your time?
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PENSIONS

• Natural extension of strategic change
– Doesn’t mean you’re unhappy with everything
– Requires an attitude of “we can be better”

• Really revolutionary in thought and actuality
• When accepted by staff and board, it becomes the new 

way of “how we do things here”
– Unthreatening approach
– Expectation of every new employee

• Monitor your efforts against those of others

Continuous Improvement Mode
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PENSIONS

• Why benchmark?
– Whatever gets reviewed can be improved

• Comparing and monitoring performance against 
“similarly situated” funds can set internal targets for 
areas to improve

• Serves as an impetus to seeking best practices 
• Allows for “cost versus worth” analysis
• Provides ammunition for unsolicited attacks

– Establishes contestability of outsider “claims”

Benchmarking
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PENSIONS

• Benchmarking against your peers allows you to compare 
your organization with:
– Other retirement plans
– Other organizations with similar roles
– High performing organizations

• Provides a yardstick of reasonable ranges
• Internal only comparisons are like running a race alone—

Not really sure how you’re doing

Knowing Who to Compare Against?
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PENSIONS

• CEM Benchmarking
– Located in Toronto, Ontario, Canada
– Serves over 400 corporate and public sector clients

• Provide investment benchmarking, DC plan 
benchmarking and pension administration 
benchmarking—Independent and confidential

• You are compared to a reasonably similar group 
of clients—Survey is very detailed

Benchmarking Resource
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PENSIONS

• Mission
– Inspires the organization—Why you exist
– Manages the expectations

• Vision
– The place where the organization wants to be someday—

Inspirational
• Principles

– Beliefs we hold sacred and unfaltering
– Drives the organization’s culture

“MVP”
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PENSIONS

• Help employees see their place in the bigger picture
• Focus on key aspects of administrative services 
• Concentrate on the present with a view to the future
• Should be achievable, reasonable, supportable, and easy 

to justify and understand
• Should be a point of inspiration to members, employees, 

sponsors
• Differentiate personal and business goals

Mission Statements
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PENSIONS

• Hard for some people to consider and discuss 
the future as a sketch, not a blueprint

• A statement about where, if you ever arrived 
there, you’d be extremely proud of that fact

• They are substantive and significant
• Done well, the best communication tool with 

customers and employees

What Is “Vision”?
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PENSIONS

• Summary of the values/beliefs held by the 
organization

• Guide the organization’s operations and staff
• The basis for the ethical standards expected in 

dealings with customers, vendors and others 
outside the organization

• Addresses the organization’s integrity and 
expectations

What Are Guiding Principles?
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PENSIONS

• Vision
– To become the retirement plan of choice for all Colorado public employees

• Mission
– To promote long-term financial security for our membership while maintaining 

the stability of the fund
• Guiding Principles

– We will deliver quality customer service, sound investment decisions, operational 
efficiency, educational programs, competitive plan design, and actively 
participate in legislative issues that affect our organization.

– All activities undertaken will adhere to the guiding principles of customer focus, 
ethical conduct, accountability, excellence and ongoing process improvement.

Colorado PERA’s Initial MVP
(Built Within a Prior Strategic Project)
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PENSIONS

• New Mission—To provide retirement security 
for our members while ensuring the 
sustainability of the fund

• New Vision—To innovate and build on a 
tradition of service by being a trusted partner in 
order to meet the changing needs of our diverse 
membership

Colorado PERA’s Updated
Mission and Vision
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PENSIONS

* Internal Controls
* Risk Management

* Internal Audits/Self Audits
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PENSIONS

• Formed in 1985—Committee of Sponsoring Organizations 
• Treadway Commission was sponsored and funded by five 

main professional accounting associations and institutes
• Four volume report entitled Internal Control—Integrated 

Framework issued in 1992
• Report used to ensure compliance with FCPA 

(Foreign Corrupt Practices Act)
• COSO released an Enterprise Risk Management framework

COSO Internal Control Framework
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PENSIONS

• Key concepts
– Internal control is a process
– Internal control is affected by people at every level

• Five primary elements (with 17 principals)
1. Control environment
2. Risk assessment
3. Control activities
4. Information and communications
5. Monitoring activities

• New guidance urges more agility in risk management

COSO Internal Control Framework
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PENSIONS

• Commitment to integrity, appropriate oversight 
by board

• Risks need to be identified and assessed
• Developing controls that mitigate risks
• Obtaining or generating high-quality information 

necessary to support controls 
• Developing evaluations of controls and reporting 

corrective actions to board

COSO Basics
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PENSIONS

• Success within enterprise risk management depends on: 
– Boards and audit committees recognizing and performing their 

oversight responsibilities
– Executive management setting reasonable and necessary risk 

management policies
– Staff carrying out risk management policies and procedures 

consistently
– Internal audit/self audits monitoring and testing the risk 

management process
• Moving from crisis management to normalcy is hard

Risk Management’s Goal
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PENSIONS

• Risks and opportunities must be balanced
– Certain risks aren’t worth taking—Ever

• Strategies to manage risk dictate philosophies
– Well documented processes protect fiduciaries

• Business goals within risk acceptance
– Greater probability of accomplishing

• Board approval of acceptable risk resilience
– Places responsibility at appropriate level

Management of Risk Appetite
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PENSIONS

• Demographic changes in retirement
– Early outs, failures to cover true costs, new entries
– Pension tension and pension envy

• Complexity of federal and state laws
– Grandfathered clauses usually create inequity

• Business continuity
– No reason to ever miss a core process
– Disasters do happen—Quite regularly in fact

Risks You Should Be Addressing
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PENSIONS

• Employee training
– Money well spent with an exceptional ROI

• Technology upgrades
– Bleeding edge vs. Overextension of legacy system

• Succession planning
– Produces opportunities from within
– Know that the organization can continue

• Complacency
– Challenge the current processes

Risks You Should Be Addressing
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PENSIONS

• Fraud—A very important “F” word
• What’s your fraud IQ?

– Need to possess a skeptical mindset
• What should you do?

– Assess your fraud risk—Think like a thief, but don’t do it
– Adopt an employee code of conduct 
– Establish hiring procedures (including background checks)

• Expansion of the fraud triangle to a pentagon
– Pressure/opportunity/rationalization plus capability and competence

Risks You Should Be Addressing
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PENSIONS

• Depends on your current internal controls:
– Are minimum consecutive vacation days required for all staff?
– Are all expense reports approved by a supervisor?
– Are “rush” checks allowed?
– Are checks given to the requester?
– Are checks signed by the same person approving invoices?
– Is there a petty cash box?
– Are bank statements reconciled by the same person issuing checks?
– Are vendors deactivated after a period of inactivity?
– Are systems access levels changed when staff are promoted?

• All of these could be potential fraud concerns

Are You Susceptible to Fraud?
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PENSIONS

• Nearly three years of minimal in-person 
monitoring—By external and internal auditors

• Two years of “working from home” with 
unknown individuals in the “office”

• Two years remote hiring with virtual office 
setups 

• Two years of potential elder/financial theft

More Susceptible to Fraud Now?
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PENSIONS

• Using only financial metrics can lead to missed risks and 
opportunities for improved control

• Old reports may still be useful, but you need to 
challenge their continued production/use

• Analytics can be utilized on any type of data
– Correlation and trend analysis are strategic
– Awareness of fraud risk is essential

• Operational data can lead to budgetary savings and 
efficiency gains

Judgment Traps
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PENSIONS

• Elements of COSO’s control framework were modified, 
but are still valid—New guidance on risk appetite

• Risk assessment and risk management is everyone’s 
responsibility

• Tap into the risk insights of your peers
• Board should approve acceptable risk levels
• Non-financial risks are key to success

– Employee training, technology, succession planning, 
complacency

Risk Takeaways
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PENSIONS

Break #2

Quick one—7 minutes from now, we’ll 
make the move toward the finish line.
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PENSIONS

• Internal auditors perform independent reviews of 
functions and monitor compliance

• Although it’s desirable and beneficial to have an 
independent internal audit function, you don’t really 
need a separate internal audit function to be in existence 
for this to work
– Curious, inquisitive, skeptical, and non-threatening staff can 

accomplish quite a bit in this area 
• Internal staff can focus on continual improvement

Audits as Management Tools
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PENSIONS

• Boards are responsible for oversight of the total risk 
environment

• Management is responsible for risk awareness, risk 
management and the overall system of internal controls

• Audit universe should be established through discussions 
with management and staff

• Audit selections should be vetted through audit 
committee and fit overall risk assessment

• Moving to continuous risk assessment is worthwhile

Audits and Risk Management
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PENSIONS

• Internal audit plays an important role in overall corporate 
governance
– Can provide sound, strategic advice
– Can be credible and knowledgeable partners
– Must be independent and objective
– Can be strategic and collaborative while maintaining 

independence and objectivity
• Increasing expectations of audit committees signals even 

more potential value to be added

The Value of Internal Auditing
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PENSIONS

• Accounting and financial skills no longer the sole focus of 
many job descriptions

• Skill sets evolving as businesses change
– Analytical skills
– Communications skills
– Data mining and analytics
– General IT knowledge
– Business acumen

Skills for New Internal Auditors
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PENSIONS

• Operational risks
• Compliance risks
• Financial risks
• Strategic risks
• Human capital risks
• Unfortunately, alignment of audits and risks are 

not maximizing the relationship between audit 
committees and chief audit executives 

Focused Risks of Audit Committee
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PENSIONS

• Information Technology 
– Data security, social media, pace of change, 

IT systems development projects
– Outsourced IT services, mobile computing

• Cybersecurity
– Difficult to keep ahead of dangers and threats

• Regulatory changes
– Accurate concern and appropriate coverage

Audit Committee Risk Challenges
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PENSIONS

1. Get stakeholders to identify risks in their areas of 
concern and control

2. Map consensus concerns into the audit plan
3. Discuss the results with stakeholders
4. Revise the audit plan as necessary
5. Periodically update the audit committee and senior 

management on the results of audits within these areas

Five Step “To-Do List” for 
Chief Audit Executives
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PENSIONS

• New standards were effective 1/1/13 and 1/1/17
• Adopted 20 changes to professional practices effective 1/1/13

– Clarified responsibilities for internal auditors (IA), chief audit 
executive and internal audit activity

– Clarified chief audit executive’s role in communicating 
unacceptable risk, requires timely adjustments to audit plan, and 
strives to ensure that the audit plan covers risks to achieving 
strategic objectives

– Addressed functional reporting to board

Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA)
Updated Standards
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PENSIONS

• Adopted two new standards and updated existing standards 
effective 1/1/17
– CAEs may be asked to take on risk management, compliance and other 

roles beyond internal auditing  
– Potential for objectivity-impairing situation where IA performs an 

assurance engagement after previously consulting in the same area
– Aligned standards to IIA’s core principles
– Updated communications requirement to board and annual requirement 

for CAEs quality assurance and improvement program and conformance 
level

Institute of Internal Auditors
Updated Standards
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PENSIONS

• They provide nearly all of the information you receive on 
the members—Wages, contributions, employment status 

• Employers aren’t agents of the pension system
• Very little independent verification of information
• Quite a bit of information received over the life of a 

member’s work career
• Retirement benefit is based on information that is 

“assumed” to be accurate
• What if it’s inaccurate? And why? And how?

Risks Associated With Employers
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PENSIONS

• Selecting the auditee—Why choose them?
• Audit planning—What are you looking to review?
• Scheduling with the employer—It’s never “convenient” 

for them
• Adequate auditor coverage in the field
• Total timing from beginning to end
• Report issuance and resolution of any issues
• Reality of total employer audits feasible per year—

How long to get adequate coverage?

Challenges With Employer Audits
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PENSIONS

• W-2 data from employers
– (Very few employers choose to lie to Uncle Sam)

• Your State’s Department of Labor/Employment
• Your State’s Department of Revenue
• Membership (or exemption from membership) forms and 

documents provided by member 
• Unions/associations representing membership
• Validation by individual members of the system

Sources of Independent Information
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PENSIONS

• “Deputizing” benefits staff to assist internal audit?
• Establishing an employer relations group?
• Focusing on education/training of payroll/HR employees 

at the employers?
• Trying to sell the value of doing it right?
• Communicating instances of inaccurate compliance with 

benefit policies/laws in employer-focused newsletter?
• Make this group the “go to” resource for employers 

A New Approach for Employer Audits?
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PENSIONS

• Getting employers to report via secure website?
• Pursue state law changes allowing collection of federally 

produced tax information?
– W-2, 1099-MISC, 1099-R data

• Hiring “data analysis” staff to begin sifting through this 
new data source?

• Comparing against previously received data?
• Identifying significant data anomalies
• Working through legitimate issues/problems

A New Approach? (continued)
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PENSIONS

• Volume of information received can be overwhelming—
Take it slow to start

• Having information can be worse than not having 
information—Once you get it, it’s assumed you’ll do 
something with it

• Agree upon an approach for prioritization
• Identify the “biggest” of the biggest risks
• Concentrate on the plan
• Work identified issues out with employers

How to Drink From a Fire Hose?
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• Expanded coverage by staff minimizes overall risks
– Almost equivalent to ongoing internal audits

• Internal audit can review efforts of internal staff
– Reviewing efforts taken, not risks unattended to 

• Internal audit can pursue major issues/problems
– Maintains good relationship between employers

• Present results to audit committee/board
– Further documentation of risk management efforts 

Coordinate With Internal Audit
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• Investments
– Internally and externally managed

• Investment operations (back-office)
– Custodial bank’s reconciliations

• Information technology
• Related benefit programs

– Health and life insurance programs
– Voluntary defined contribution plans

Other Areas Ready for Self-Review
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• Asset allocation
– Compliance to ranges and targets, even with volatility

• Equity/fixed income trading activity
– Internal and outside manager activity vs. limits, style drift, 

rate-of-return calculations
• Alternative investments

– Cash flow analysis, rate-of-return calculations
• Real estate

– Internal and outside manager activity

Investments
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• Fund reconciliations with custodian’s books
• Asset sales, involuntary dispositions

– Missing assets, zero balances, “DKs”
• Income (dividends/interest) collection process
• Foreign tax reclamations

– Awareness of their existence
– Timeliness of collections, outstanding balances remaining

• Real estate activities
– Outside managers and internally managed properties

Investment Operations
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• Project management
– Integrating prioritized technology solutions

• Systems modification requests and approval
• Systems security and controls
• Information inflows from outsiders
• Website calculator content validation
• Website utilization 
• Hacker prevention and penetration testing
• Social media monitoring and response

Information Technology
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• Health insurance
– Eligibility, highest utilization, unusual charges

• Life insurance
– Claims vs. benefit status, unusual activity

• Drug programs
– Eligibility, highest utilization, unusual charges

• 401(k)/457 programs
– Tax limitations, required minimum distributions (RMDs), 

activity vs. members status

Benefit Programs
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• Internal auditors can add value (if they exist) and assist 
in risk analysis

• Staff analysis of operations can accomplish similar 
evaluations of the effectiveness of procedures, controls 
and policies

• Pick risk areas carefully and search for anomalies or 
outliers
– Try to avoid never-ending data analysis

• Share results with management and board 

Risk and Audit Takeaways
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• Hoped to provide a roadmap on how pension plans can 
successfully use business improvement strategies to 
guide their business operations effectively by:
– Utilizing strategic planning to focus attention on the most 

important aspects of the organization
– Using mission and vision to analyze ways to continuously 

improve operations
– Integrating tools and tips to improve your internal control and 

risk assessment effectiveness

Summary for Today’s Session
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Final Slide (Really)

Any other questions?
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Session 
Evaluation

Session 
eval QR 

code here

Please Scan This QR Code 
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